Introduction
Dear Student,
You are entering an exciting time in your life when you have important decisions to make about some of the subjects
you will study over the next two years.
Changes made by the Government in recent years have resulted in students across the country having a more
restricted choice of subjects compared to previous years. However, we aim to ensure that, whatever choices are
open to you, you are supported to make the right choices and to achieve success in these subjects. We want every
student to achieve the best possible examination results when they leave Bower Park Academy.
This booklet is intended as a guide for both parents/carers and students. The next 2 years of your education are very
important; therefore, it is essential that the choices you make this year are informed and appropriate. We aim to give
you as much advice and guidance as possible to support you in making these important decisions. At GCSE level, it
is important to take a broad and balanced range of subjects. The most important thing is to get the best grades
possible as this will have a huge influence on your future career path. Usually colleges and sixth forms do not mind
which subjects you have taken as long as you have English, Mathematics, Science, a Humanities (History or
Geography) and preferably a language.
Timeline
Wednesday 10th March – Virtual Options Evening - introductory videos and booklet available
Wednesday 10th - 17th March – Individual subject videos circulated daily
Tuesday 30th March – Options Online to be completed
Thursday 17th June – Options confirmed.

PLEASE NOTE that you may not automatically get the subjects you choose as some subjects can accept
only a limited number of students. Also, if too few students choose a subject it will not be viable to run. For
these reasons you must select two reserve choices which you are happy to study.

The key to making the right decisions is to gather as much information as possible about the subjects and what you
may want to do at sixth form and beyond so that you are making informed decisions.

All the best with your selections!

Mrs Stannard
Vice Principal
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Core Subjects
English Language
English Literature
Mathematics
Combined Science
French
Physical Education (non examined)

CPSHE (non examined)

Optional GCSE subjects
Fine Art
Computer Science

Design Technology
Dance
Drama
Food Preparation and Nutrition
French
Geography
History

Music
Physical Education
Religious Education
Sociology

Optional vocational subjects
Constructing the Built Environment
BTEC Award Health and Social Care
Cambridge Nationals Level 2 Sports Studies
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SIMS Options Online
Y9 Student Instructions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Go to https://office.com
Sign in with your school email address and your school password
Click on Outlook to open your email
Find the email from noreply@sims.co.uk and click on “click this link”
Sign in with Office 365 using your school email address and password
You may be asked to confirm your date of birth
A screen should appear showing your name, signed in with and your invitation code
Click on Register
Your account will then activate
Once activated go to www.sims-options.co.uk and log in using either Microsoft
or Office. Do NOT try and use your invitation code again as you will not be able to login.
DO NOT USE SIMS ID as that is for school staff only
Once you have clicked on your preferred subject choices (in order of preference), select your
2 reserve choices by clicking on the reserve button beside the subject you wish to choose. Make
sure you click Save when you have finished.
See screenshot below of how the choices will look.
Email howardk@bowerpark.co.uk if you have any problems
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GCSE

English Language
Exam Board: AQA
What will I study?
A range of modern and literary heritage fictions and literary nonfiction texts
from the 19th to the 21st Century. You will have opportunities to express
your viewpoint and develop your writers’ craft in both creative and
persuasive writing. You will become a confident orator and will speak, read
and write in a range of different forms.

What skills will I develop?

Analysis of writers’ use of language, from and structure to create meanings
and effects.
Offer informed personal responses including textual references to illustrate
interpretations.
Writers’ craft - the ability to express ideas clearly

How will I be assessed?

Key Skills
Critical reading of a wide
range of fiction and literary non-fiction
texts
Appreciation of writers’ methods and
influences
Write effectively including accurate
spelling, punctuation and grammar
(SPaG)

Paper 1: Explorations in Creative Reading and Writing 1 hour and
45 minutes written exam – 50% of GCSE
Section A Reading (40 marks)

Careers

Question 1: Find 4 facts (retrieval)
Question 2: Analysis of language
Question 3: Analysis of structure
Question 4: Critical evaluation of writer’s methods

Teacher, Journalist,
Writer, Academic
Librarian, Editorial
Assistant, Marketing Officer,
Public Relations Manager,
Advertising Executive and Lawyer

Section B Writing (40 marks)
A choice of 2 writing tasks either narrative or descriptive or one of each
linked to themes in the reading source and with a picture to inspire writing.
24 marks for content and organisation and 16 marks for technical accuracy
(SPaG)
Paper 2: Viewpoints and Perspectives
1 hour 45 minute written exam – 50% of GCSE
Section A Reading (40 marks)

Question 1: True or false (retrieval)
Question 2: Write a summary
Question 3: Analysis of language
Question 4: Compare the way two writers present their ideas
Section B Writing (40 marks)
There will be one writing task, linked to the topic of the reading sources, a
formal piece of writing to express your point of view for a given audience
and purpose.

Why should I
study English ?
English Language is a compulsory
course as it is an essential
qualification both in academic study
and in the workplace. It enables you to
learn valuable analytical, essay writing
and interpretative skills. In addition
you will develop your written and oral
communication skills.

24 marks for content and organisation and 16 marks for technical
accuracy (SPaG)

Non–examination Assessment: Spoken Language
Presenting on a topic and responding to questions – separate award
Fail/Pass/Merit/

For more information please speak to Ms Howard (Acting Head of English)
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GCSE

English Literature
Exam Board: AQA
What will I study?

Key Skills

A range of classic and modern texts from Shakespeare
to John Agard covering a range of controversial and
contemporary themes such as the reality of conflict,
poverty, the power of government and cultural heritage
to name but a few. You will debate, analyse, cross
reference and form a mature and critical voice when
approaching texts.

Critical reading of a wide range of texts
and responses to these.
Appreciation of writers’ methods and influences
Accurate spelling, punctuation and grammar
(SPaG)

What skills will I develop?
Analysis of writers’ use of language, form and structure
to create meaning and effects.
Offer informed personal responses including textual
references to illustrate interpretations.
Understanding of relationships between texts and
Contexts. Essay writing.

Careers
Teacher, Journalist, Writer,
Academic Librarian, Editorial Assistant,
Marketing Officer, Public Relations Manager,
Advertising Executive and Lawyer

How will I be assessed?
6 essays across 2 closed book exams.
Paper 1: Shakespeare and the 19th century novel
1 hour and 45 minutes written exam – 40% of GCSE
Section A Shakespeare (30 marks plus 4 SPaG):
Macbeth
One question with a short extract – write about the
extract and the whole play
Section B 19th century novel (30 marks):
A Christmas Carol
One question with a short extract – write about the
extract and the whole novel
Paper 2: Modern texts and poetry 2 hours and 15
minutes – 60% of GCSE
Section A Modern Prose or Drama (30 marks plus 4
SPaG):
An Inspector Calls
Choice of two questions – no extract
Section B Poetry (30 marks): Power and Conflict
One question – one question with one poem printed to
be compared to another poem of your choice (not
printed) from the anthology of 15 poems.
Section C: Unseen Poetry (32 marks): Unseen Poetry
You will be given two poems you have not studied.
Question 1 – Write about how the author has presented
a theme in the first poem (24 marks)
Question 2 - Compare how the two poets have
presented their ideas (8 marks)

Why should I study English
Literature?
It is a compulsory course as it is an essential
qualification both in academic study and in the
workplace. It enables you to learn valuable
analytical, essay writing and interpretative skills.

For more information please speak to Ms Howard (Acting Head of English)
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GCSE

Mathematics
Exam Board: AQA
What will I study?
Number Skills
Algebra

Key Skills

Ratio, proportion and rates of change

Problem solving and
mathematical reasoning. Resilience and
initiative, applying standard techniques to
more complex concepts, interpreting
problems and communicating
mathematically, showing a full response.

Geometry and Measures
Statistics and Probability
What skills will I develop?
Analytical skills
Research skills
Problem solving and reasoning skills
Transferrable skills to life outside school such as
budgeting and coding as also scientific, mechanical and
abstract problem solving. It will also help with logic and
sequential thinking to help tackle every issue, project
management issues and planning life’s most important
moments.

How will I be assessed?

Careers
Teaching, Accounting,
Medicine, Engineering, Forensic
Pathology, Finance, Business,
Consultancy, Banking, IT, Games
Development, Scientific Research,
Programming and Astrophysics.

Paper 1: Non-Calculator 33.3% of GCSE
Paper 2: Calculator 33.3% of GCSE
Paper 3: Problem Solving 33.3% of GCSE

Why should I study
Mathematics?
Mathematics is a compulsory course which
is an essential qualification both in
academic study and in the workplace. It
enables you to learn invaluable analytical
reasoning, and trouble shooting skills that
are necessary for all areas of life.

For more information please speak to Mr Ahmed (Head of Mathematics)
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GCSE - Double Award
Combined Science
Exam Board: Edexcel
What will I study?
Biology
Key concepts in biology, cells, genetics, natural selection and
genetic modification, health disease and the development of
medicines, plants, homeostatis, exchange and transport, and
ecosystems and material cycles

Chemistry
Key concepts in chemistry, states of matter and mixtures,
chemical changes, extracting metals and equilibria, groups in
the periodic table, rates of reaction and energy changes,
fuels and earth science

Physics
Key concepts of physics, motion and forces, conservation of
energy, waves, light and the electromagnetic spectrum,
radioactivity, energy, forces, work, electricity and circuits,
magnetism and the motor effect, electromagnetic induction,
and the particle model.

What skills will I develop?
Development of scientific thinking
Experimental skills and strategies
Analysis and evaluation
Scientific vocabulary, quantities, units, symbols and
nomenclature

Key Skills
The GCSE in combined
science requires students to develop the
skills, knowledge and understanding of
working scientifically

Careers
Chemical Engineer, Doctor,
Nurse, Veterinarian, Veterinary Nurse,
Biochemist, Paramedic, Oceanographer,
Teacher, Radiographer, Laboratory
Technician, Biomedical Scientist, Dentist,
Optician, Brewer, Zoologist, Forensic
Scientist, Sports Scientist, Food Scientist,
Pilot, Astronomer

Why should I study
Science?
Science matters. GCSE study in the
Sciences provides the foundation for
understanding the material world. Scientific
understanding is changing our lives and is
vital to the world’s future prosperity. All
students should learn essential aspects of
the knowledge, methods, processes and
uses of Science.

How will I be assessed?
There will be six exams, each taking
1 hour 10 minutes.
Paper 1: Biology 1 (16.67% of the
qualification) 60 marks
Paper 2: Biology 2 (16.67% of the
qualification) 60 marks
Paper 3: Chemistry 1 (16.67% of the
qualification) 60 marks
Paper 4: Chemistry 2 (16.67% of the
qualification) 60 marks
Paper 5: Physics 1 (16.67% of the
qualification) 60 marks
Paper 6: Physics 2 (16.67% of the
qualification) 60 marks

For more information please speak to Mr Punungwe (Head of Science)
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GCSE

French
Exam Board: AQA
What will I study?
Throughout the two years, you will study the following themes and all
assessments are based on them.
These themes apply to all four question papers. Speaking, Listening,
Reading and Writing. You are expected to understand and provide
information and opinions about these themes relating to your own
experiences and those of other people, including people in countries/
communities where French is spoken.
Theme 1: Identity and Culture
Topic 1: Me, my family and friends
Topic 2: Technology in everyday life
Topic 3: Free-time activities
Topic 4: Customs & festivals in French speaking countries/communities
Theme 2: Local, national, international & global areas of interest
Topic 1: Home, town, neighbourhood and region
Topic 2: social issues
Topic 3: Global issues
Topic 4: Travel and Tourism
Theme 3: Current & Future study and employment
Topic 1: My studies
Topic 2: Life at school/college
Topic 3: Education post-16
Topic 4: Jobs, career choices and ambitions

What skills will I develop?
The GCSE French course will enable you to develop your ability to
communicate confidently and coherently in speaking and writing. You will
learn how to convey what you want to say with increasing accuracy,
express and develop your thoughts and ideas spontaneously and fluently.
You will be able to listen to and understand clearly articulated and
standard speech. You will deepen you knowledge of French and how
language works and enrich your vocabulary to increase your independent
use and understanding of extended language in a range of contexts.
You will develop awareness and understanding of the culture and identity
of the countries and communities where French is spoken. You will
develop language learning skills both for immediate use and prepare
yourselves for further language study in school, higher education or
employment.

Key Skills
Other than your love to study
another language, you need good
listening & reading skills. You also need good
memorisation skill and be creative in your
manipulation and application of a language. You
also need problem solving skills.

Careers
Business services, Banking/Finance,
Wholesale/retail, Manufacturing,
Public Administration, Hotels & Restaurants,
International Organisations

Why should I study
French.
In an ever changing world, one certainty is that
French will be at the heart of a large proportion of
careers. Employers always say they value the
skills developed by language learners which
include: communication skills, interpersonal skills,
team working skills, presentation skills, problem
solving skills, organisational skills and good
learning strategies

How will I be assessed?
GCSE French has a Foundation Tier (grades 1-5) and Higher Tier (grades 4-9).
Paper 1: Listening which assesses your understanding and responding to different types of spoken language
Paper 2: Speaking which assesses your ability to communicate and interact effectively in speech for a variety of purposes
Paper 3: Reading which assesses your understanding and responding to different types of written language
Paper 4: Writing which assesses your ability to communicate effectively in writing for a variety of purposes

For more information please speak to Mrs Alexis (Head of Modern Foreign Languages)
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GCSE

Fine Art

Exam Board: Edexcel
What will I study?
One best practice skills lab.

Key Skills

One self-portraiture project.
One print making project
One mixed media project

One unseen theme externally set by exam board using mixed
media processes
In the past, themes of work: Limitations, Fragments,
Distortion, Messages, Metamorphisis and Ordinary/Extra
Ordinary

What skills will I develop?
Controlled timed drawing assessments, photoshop and printmaking, Artist analysis and critiques, refinement, technical
drawing, research and investigation, experimentation,
composition development, documenting processes,
independent working, preparatory development

How will I be assessed?
Students will complete a personal portfolio as part of two units.
At the end of each unit, students are expected to sit a controlled
assessment across 10-hour exam, based on their chosen idea/
theme (AO4)
Unit 1: Coursework contributes to 60% of your overall Fine Art
GCSE grade
Unit 2: Externally set component contributes to 40% of your
overall Fine Art GCSE grade (controlled)

Research : AO1: Develop ideas
through investigations informed by contextual and
other sources
Reproduce: AO2: Refine ideas through
experimenting and selecting appropriate resources,
media, materials, techniques and processes
Reimagine: AO3: Record ideas, observations and
insights relevant to intentions.
Recreate: AO4: Present purposeful, meaningful
response

Careers
Art director, Architect, Art Critic or
Journalism, Fine Artist, Further Education
Teacher, Higher Education Lecturer, Graphic
Designer, Game Designer, Textiles, Designer,
Secondary School Teacher, Illustrator,
Museum: Gallery Curator, Artist Liaison or PR
in Art Communications, Printmake

Why should I study
Fine Art?
Art enhances fine motor skills, hand-eye
co-ordination, problem solving skills, lateral
thinking, complex analysis and crtitical thinking
skills.
No matter what career your choose, those who
can arrange, present and display material in way
that is aesthetically pleasing have an advantage.
The large workload of the course helps
focus, organisational and time management
skills.

Students who study Fine Art will need to commit to an annual art equipment pack that in previous years has cost
somewhere between £40—£50. Every effort is made to keep costs low and this may vary dependent on your use of
best practice material. Students must also demonstrate a real flare for drawing, experimenting and the creative
process with a minimum of 4 hours independently illustrating each week.

For more information please speak to Ms Kilbane (Head of Art)
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GCSE

Computer Science
Exam Board: AQA
What will I study?
The computer science course covers all aspects of the
methodologies of computing. Students are required to
develop an in-depth theoretical knowledge of what goes on
being the scenes of a computer. Students will use a range of
programming languages which will help to develop an
understanding of concepts within the computational thinking
paper.

What skills will I develop?
Students will complete a practical programming project using
the system lifecycle. This will include decomposing a
problem creating pseudo code and algorithms in preparation
for the creation of a solution. Once they have completed the
required code they will then test and annotate their code.
There will also be an expectation to reflect on the completed
solution in the form of a written document, which explains the
purpose of their solution.
They will also develop an understanding of the effect of the
digital world in society

Key Skills
Students will complete tasks
that require an aptitude for logical
thinking and mathematics. Prior
experience outside of lessons with
computer programming would be
advantageous, however, this is not a
necessity.

Careers
Information systems manager,
IT consultant, Cyber security
consultant, Database administrator,
Systems analyst, Developer and Technical
writer.

How will I be assessed?
Paper 1 - Computational thinking, problem solving. Written
paper 2 hours (50% of the total GCSE):- A mix of multiple
choice, short answer and longer answer questions assessing a
student’s practical problem solving and computational thinking
skills.
Paper 2 - Written assessment 1 hour 45 minutes (50% of the
total GCSE) :- Students display their theoretical knowledge of
data representation, computer systems, networks, cyber
security and the ethical, legal and environmental impacts of
digital technology on wider issues including privacy.

Why should I study
Computer Science?
In an ever-changing world, one
certainty is that computer science will be at
the heart of a large proportion of careers. A
vast amount of these will be based around
the ability to code. This qualification will
enable students to learn how to code in
python, which is seen as the foundation for
a range of languages being used in this
industry.

For more information please speak to Mr Graham (Head of Computer Science)
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GCSE

Dance
Exam Board: AQA
What will I study?
Six professional dance works
Learn three contemporary set phrases choreographed by AQA.
Various methods of choreography
Experience various technique classes in various styles
A variety of opportunities to perform.

Key Skills
Performance
Choreography
Leadership
Appreciation

What skills will I develop?
Critical appraisal, Physical skills
Expressive skills, Technical skills
Mental skills and attributes
Choreographic skills, Creative thinking
Analyse and evaluate own work

Careers

How will I be assessed?
Component 1: Performance and Choreography - 60% of
GCSE
Performance - 30% of GCSE.
40 marks (15 marks for set phrases and 25 marks for duet/trio
performance)
• Set phrases through a solo performance (approximately one
minute in duration)
• Duet/trio performance (three and a half minutes in duration)
Choreography - 30% of GCSE. 40 marks
• Solo or group choreography – a solo (two to two and a half
minutes) or a group dance for two for two to five dancers (three
to three and a half minutes).
How it's assessed
Internally marked and externally moderated
Non-exam assessment (NEA) marked by the centre and
moderated by AQA

Dance can help develop student’s
confidence, creativity and leadership skills.
However, careers which particularly require
dance are: Professional Dancer,
Choreographer, Teacher, Physical Therapist
and Dance Medical Specialist.

Why should I study
Dance?
Dance is a powerful and expressive subject
which encourages students to develop their
creative, physical, emotional and intellectual
capacity, whatever their previous experience in
the subject.

Component 2: Dance Appreciation - 40% of GCSE.
What's assessed
• Knowledge and understanding of choreographic processes
and performing skills
• Critical appreciation of own work
• Critical appreciation of professional works
How it's assessed
• Written exam: 1 hour 30 minutes. 80 marks
Questions
Based on students' own practice in performance and
choreography and the GCSE Dance anthology.

For more information please speak to Miss Freer (Head of Dance)
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GCSE

Design Technology
Exam Board: AQA
What will I study?

Key Skills

Core technical principles
Specialist technical principles
Designing and making principles

Good communication (listening
and reading)
Ambition and curiosity to explore and take
design risks
Organisational and planning

What skills will I develop?
Identifying and investigating design possibilities
Producing a design brief and specification
Generating design ideas
Developing design ideas
Analysing and evaluating

Careers

How will I be assessed?

Graphic Design, Fashion
Styling, Art & Design, Media,
Engineering, Photography, Construction &
Building services, Motor vehicle technology and
repair, Junior Product designer, Theatre set
carpenter, Farrier, Service Technician, Civil
Engineering Technician, Plumber, Design &
Draughting Technician, Engineering Model
Maker

50% Non-exam Assessment
30–35 hours approximately

•

Substantial design and make task

•

Assessment criteria:

•

Identifying and investigating design possibilities

•

Producing a design brief and specification

•

Generating design ideas

•

Developing design ideas

•

Realising design ideas

•

Analysing & evaluating

Why should I study
Design Technology?

50% Exam

Jobs that are technology based are
knowledge intensive and require a distinct set of
technical, analytical and communication skills.
More than 50 percent of today’s jobs require
some degree of technology skills, and experts
say that percentage will increase to 77 percent
in the next decade.

Section A – Core technical principles (20 marks)
A mixture of multiple choice and short answer questions
assessing a breadth of technical knowledge and
understanding.
Section B – Specialist technical principles (30
marks)
Several short answer questions (2–5 marks) and one
extended response to assess a more in depth
knowledge of technical principles.
Section C – Designing and making principles (50
marks)
A mixture of short answer and extended response
questions.

For more information please speak to Mr Miah (Technology Teacher)
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GCSE

Drama
Exam Board: WJEC/EDUQAS
What will I study?
Two practical performances
Opportunities to act and/or design
Mixture of internal and external assessment of practical work
Exciting, engaging and approachable set text

Key Skills
Independent learners
Critical thinkers
Effective decision makers

What skills will I develop?
Analysing a set text
Use of key terminology
Practitioner based explorations
Devising
Performing from a text

Careers
Actor, Arts Administrator,
Broadcast presenter, Film Director, Further
Education, Higher Education or Secondary
teacher,

How will I be assessed?
Component 1: Devising Theatre (40% of qualification, 60
marks)
Devising from a stimulus
Supporting Evidence: Portfolio. Blog, audio
Realising (performing)
Evaluating: Written response to performance
Internally assessed, externally moderated

Why should I study
Drama?

Component 2: Performing from a text (20% of qualification,
60 marks)
Acting or design
Study and perform two text chosen by the centre
One performance
Candidates to submit a paragraph to the examiner stating
their artistic intentions
Externally assessed by visiting examiner

Drama GCSE will help develop all personal
attributes that can make individuals stand out as
they progress through their education and into
employment. Our schemes of learning
ignite and engage learners’ creativity, passion
and interests. The non-written assessment
allows learners to explore their own interests
and develop their skills in performance and
design.

Component 3: Interpreting Theatre (40% of qualification, 60
marks)
Written exam—1 hour and 30 minutes
Section A: Set text (45 marks) A series of questions on one
set text; DNA
Sections B: Live Theatre Review (15 marks)

For more information please speak to Ms Walsh (Head of Drama)
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GCSE

Food Preparation and Nutrition
Exam Board: AQA
What will I study?
Nutrition; the role and function of nutrients in our body, diet
and health
Food Science; understanding the working characteristics,
functional and chemical properties of ingredients
How to plan, prepare, cook and present food
Food from different cultures
Moral, cultural, environmental issues & technological
developments surrounding the food industry
Food safety

Key Skills
Good communication, organisation,
resilience, initiative, good time management,
good English language skills, independence
and logic, cooking experience

What skills will I develop?

Careers

You will develop skills in culinary arts, variety of cooking
methods & techniques, food styling and presentation,
organisation, time management & planning skills
Through analysis & evaluation you will learn how to make
informed choices about the food you consume with regards
to health and environment.
Through planning and cooking dishes you will learn how to
modify recipes and cook with complete independence
Food is closely linked to Science; the new GCSE course
gives you the opportunity to gain skills in conducting food
investigations

Catering Industry, Dietician,
Environmental Health, Teaching, Food Retail,
Culinary art management, Self owned
business, Nutritionist

How will I be assessed?
ONE EXAM
50% of your final grade - 1 hour 45 minutes
Multiple choice and longer questions
TWO PIECES OF COURSEWORK
Food investigation (15%) Students write a report on their
understanding of the scientific principles that underpin the
preparation and cooking of food. - 10 hours preparation.
Food preparation assessment (35%) Students will plan, prepare,
cook and present a 3 course menu within 3 hours. - 20 hours
preparation (including 3 hours to cook your meal)

Why should I study
Food Preparation and
Nutrition?
If you have a genuine interest in food. Gain a
range of different culinary skills and knowledge.
Understand how to eat healthily. Receive expert
support from trained chefs, develop your palette.
This course opens up different avenues for your
future, the Food manufacturing sector is the
largest industry in the UK. Having knowledge
about the food we eat is essential for life.

You will produce a concise portfolio that: demonstrates
your application of technical skills and your practical
outcomes; explains how you planned and carried out the
preparation, cooking and presentation of your three final
dishes; includes an evaluation of cost, the sensory
properties and nutritional characteristics of each dish

For more information please speak to Ms Nicholls (Head of Food Technology)
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GCSE

Geography
Exam Board: AQA (9-1) syllabus A
What will I study?
The new GCSE course recognises the vital role geography has in the 21st
century and aims to give students a better understanding of the world we
live in. Especially, how the activities of people in different parts of the
world are influenced by physical & human environment.

Key Skills
Good English language skills
Good Mathematics and numeracy skills, Interest in the
wider world and what is happening globally

Paper 1: Living with the physical environment
The challenge of natural hazards; the living world and physical
landscapes.
Paper 2: Challenges in the human environment
Urban challenges, changing economic world & the challenges of resource
management.
Paper 3: Applied Fieldwork Enquiry and Geographical
applications.
Approaches to Fieldwork Methods, Fieldwork Enquiry,
Application and Issues evaluation.
What skills will I develop?
You have an interest in people and places in the news and are able to
present you work in an orderly way and to express yourself clearly in
writing. As Geography is a literacy based subject, part of the exam marks
are awarded for the quality of the student’s written communication. It is
recommended that a student choosing GCSE Geography should be
targeting at least Grade 5 in English. Geography also has a high
numeracy content. Students will require a good knowledge of number, the
ability to draw graphs and be able to apply statistical analysis to data they
collect. It is recommended that students choosing Geography are at least
a grade 4 in Mathematics.

Careers
Students who have studied
Geography have gone on to work in the
following sectors: law, science, sales, business, environment, information technology, management, finance,
banking, marketing, manufacturing, engineering, teaching,
architecture, building, design, media, town planning,
medicine.

Why should I study
Geography
You will develop many skills through the course. It is a
practical course with opportunities to learn outside the
confines of the classroom. You will learn to use modern
computer based mapping, digital technologies, map skills,
interpreting photographs, analysing articles, decision
making and debating.

How will I be assessed?
Final Examinations: Paper 1: 35% 1 hour 30 minutes; Paper 2: 35% 1 hour
30 minutes; Paper 3: 30% 1 hour 30 minutes
Fieldwork Requirements: Candidates must complete two fieldwork
investigations; this comprises of a field trip in Year 10. Students will be
required to complete a portfolio which will aid them in the paper 3 exam. The
trip (estimated cost £300) takes place in Dorset, Southern England. We will
stay at a PGL centre and all components for the fieldwork element of paper 3
will be included. The residential trip is the best way to complete this part
(should your child not be able to attend the residential other arrangements will
be made, although a cost will still be incurred). The fieldwork is a compulsory
part of the course, students who are not prepared to undertake these trips
must not choose this subject. A pass cannot be gained unless the Principal
completes a declaration that the student attended and completed the
fieldwork.

Every effort will be made to keep the costs of the trip to a
minimum however parents will need to make a contribution
towards them. Students cannot pass without attending.
The residential is approximately £300

For more information please speak to Mrs Crawford (Head of Geography)
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GCSE

History
Exam Board: Edexcel
What will I study?
A range of History that covers a broad time period (from
Medieval to the 20th Century). The course includes a British
and non-British depth study as well as a thematic study. The
content includes Anglo-Saxon and Norman England, Weimar
and Nazi Germany, the Cold War. The thematic paper will
EITHER be the History of Warfare from 1250 to the present
day with a specific focus on London during the Blitz OR
Migrants in Britain c800-present day with a specific focus on
Notting Hill c1948–c1970.

Key Skills
Ability to write clearly, accurately
and have good time management
Critical reasoning and creative thinking
Good at condensing facts, ideas and
arguments
Basing conclusion/opinions on facts and giving
a balanced answer

What skills will I develop?
The ability to formulate and express opinions based on
historical facts and sources
The ability to write clear and comprehendible answers
A real understanding of cause and consequence & the ability
to link and sequence events together.

Careers
Lawyer, Teacher, Museum
worker/curator, Archaeologist,
Researcher, any form of writer, Civil service,
Journalist, Tour guide, Archivist.

How will I be assessed?
3 exam papers at the end of the course.
Paper 1: Thematic study and Historical Environment (30%
of the final grade. 1 hour 15 minutes.
Section A: Historical Environment; EITHER London and the
Second World War OR Notting Hill c1948–c1970.
Section B: Thematic study; EITHER Warfare & British Society,
1250 – Present OR Migrants in Britain c800-present day.
Paper 2: Period study and British depth study (40% of the
final grade. 1 hour 45 minutes.

Why should I study
History
If you have a real love or passion for
learning and understanding about the way life
was and the reasons for why our lives are the
way they are today, then study History. Be
prepared to work hard and be able to write
extensive pieces of writing that narrate, analyse,
evaluate, explain and justify events and your
beliefs

Section A: Period Study; Superpower Relations and the Cold
War, 1941-91.
Section B; British Depth Study; Anglo-Saxon and Norman
England, c1060-88.
Paper 3: Modern Depth Study (30% of the final grade). 1 hour
20 minutes.
Weimar and Nazi Germany, 1918-39.

For more information please speak to Mr Kenlin (Head of History)
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GCSE

Music
Exam Board: WJEC/EDUQAS
What will I study?

Two performances of the candidate’s choice
How to compose in a multitude of genres
Musical forms and devices
Music for ensemble
Film music
Popular music

Key Skills
Performance,
Creative, Leadership,
Appreciation, Listening

What skills will I develop?
Critical appraisal
Fine motor skills
Expressive skills
Technical skills
Mental skills and attributes
Creative thinking
Analyse and evaluate own work
How will I be assessed?
Performance - All learners are required to perform a minimum of two pieces of which at least one
must be as part of an ensemble performance lasting at least one minute. The other piece(s) may be
performed either solo and/or as part of an ensemble. One piece must be linked to one of the four
areas of study. The standard of pieces selected for performance should be broadly equivalent to grade
3 of the graded music examinations.
What’s assessed
In all performances, learners will be expected to display:
• technical control
• expression and appropriate interpretation
• accuracy of rhythm and pitch
• appropriate pace and fluency
• effective use of dynamics
• stylistic awareness
• empathy (in ensemble playing)
How it's assessed
Internally marked and externally moderated
Non-exam assessment (NEA) marked by the centre and moderated by Eduqas
Component 2: Composing - 30% of GCSE.
Learners are encouraged to develop their knowledge and understanding of music through
composing. All learners are required to create and develop musical ideas in relation to given and
chosen briefs. Learners must submit two compositions with a total playing time of between 3-6 mins.
What's assessed
In both compositions, learners will be expected to display:
• creativity in response to the chosen brief
• development of musical ideas
• technical control of musical elements and resources
• Musical coherence and understanding.
How it's assessed
Internally marked and externally moderated
Non-exam assessment (NEA) marked by the centre and moderated by Eduqas
Component 3: Appraising – 40% of GCSE.
What’s assessed
This examination will assess knowledge and understanding of music through the following four
areas of study:
Area of study 1: Musical Forms and Devices
Area of study 2: Music for Ensemble
Area of study 3: Film Music
Area of study 4: Popular Music. Learners will develop knowledge and understanding of musical
elements, musical contexts and musical language.
How it’s assessed
Written examination: 1 hour 15 mins 40% of qualification 96 marks

For more information please speak to Mr Crawford (Head of Music)
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Students who study Music
will need to commit to one to
one instrumental lessons .
These cost £137.50 per term
(x3 in a year) for 30 min
lessons or £91.66 (x3 in a
year) for 20 min lessons.

Careers
Performer,
Composer, Teacher, Administrator,
Conductor, Songwriter, Recording
Engineer, Manager (of an artist)
Promoter, Music Publisher, Music
Therapist, Health and wellbeing
Music Practitioner

Why
should I
study Music
Why should I study MUSIC?
Music is a powerful subject that
gives you the opportunity to develop
as a performer, a composer and a
reflective listener. Music has been
part of the education system since
ancient Greek times, because it is
so complex. It is academic,
subjective and objective.
Music also has the power to give
energy to the soul. As Hans
Christian Andersen famously said,
‘Where words fail, music speaks’.

GCSE

Physical Education
Exam Board: AQA
What will I study?

Key Skills

Applied anatomy and physiology

To be playing minimum school
level of sport or helping umpire/
officiate
To have an interest in Sports and performance
Commit to studying outside the classroom
Ability to work hard in the classroom and attend
extra-curricular clubs on offer

Movement analysis
Physical training

Health, fitness and wellbeing
Sports psychology
Sport, Society and Culture
Use of Data
Practical sport skills in isolation and in competitive/formal
situations
Planning, carrying out, analysing and evaluating strengths
and weaknesses

What skills will I develop?

Careers
Professional sports person,
Physiotherapy, Media, Teacher, Coach, Sports
Psychology, Sports analysist, Personal trainer
and Nutritionist

Holistic understanding of PE
Practical development of individual and team sports
Analytical and evaluating skills

Why should I study
Physical Education?
How will I be assessed?

Interest in Sport practically and theoretically

Component 1: Fitness and Body Systems
(1 hour and 15 minute written exam – 30% of GCSE)
Component 2: Health and Performance
(1 hours and 15 minutes written exam – 30% of GCSE)
Component 3: Practical Performance
(Non-examined assessment: internally marked and externally
moderated – 30% of GCSE, 75 marks 25 per activity)
Component 4: Coursework
(Non-examined assessment: internally marked and externally
moderated – 10% of GCSE 25 marks)

For more information please speak to Mr Baker (Head of Physical Education)
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GCSE

Religious Education
Exam Board: Edexcel
What will I study?
Religion and Ethics from a Christian point of view: This
will include the following:

Key Skills
Analyse, justify and evaluate

Christian beliefs, marriage and the family, Living the
Christian life and matter of life and death

Religion, peace and conflict from a Muslim point of
view: This will include the following: Muslim beliefs,
crime and punishment, living the Muslim life and peace
and conflict

What skills will I develop?

Careers
Careers that particularly
require Religious education /philosophy
and ethics include: Teacher, Barrister,
Social worker, Counselling

Analysis
Critical thinking

Why should I study
Religious Education?

How will I be assessed?
Paper 1: Religion and Ethics (1 hour and 45 minute
written exam – 50% of GCSE)
Paper 2: Religion, peace and conflict (1 hours and 45
minutes written exam – 50% of GCSE)

Religious education will equip you with
cultural, social, moral and spiritual
knowledge, and this will prepare you for life
experiences. It also allows you to engage
with beliefs and values, which are important
in today’s society.

For more information please speak to Mrs Mosuro (Head of Religious Education)
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GCSE

Sociology
Exam Board: WJEC/EDUQAS
What will I study?
Why are young black people eight times more likely to be
stopped and searched than white people?

Key Skills

Why do girls do better at school than boys?

Analytical and communication skills
will be necessary if you study Sociology as you
will compare and contrast perspectives on a
variety of social issues, construct reasoned
arguments, make substantiated judgements
and draw reasoned conclusions. You will be
expected to take part in discussions, role-plays,
debates and presentations. Essay writing will
also form a critical part of the course.

What does it mean to be poor in Britain today?
What is gang culture?
Sociology is the study of human society. Sociology
concentrates on the way we make society, what it is and how
society shapes us. You will relate this to your own
experiences of living in Britain. You will also study how
societies have changed over time and how it differs across
cultures.
What skills will I develop?
By studying Sociology, you will develop a wide range of
knowledge and understanding about how Sociologists study
and understand social structures, processes and issues.
You are encouraged to take a questioning approach to
evidence and issues, thus developing critical, analytical and
evaluative skills. In addition, you will develop transferable
skills including how to investigate facts and reach
conclusions, develop opinions and new ideas on social
issues and analyse and better understanding the social
world.

Careers
Community projects, charity work,
welfare advisors and other areas of social
services. Other careers are Civil service,
Prison officers, Journalists, Police & Teaching.

Why should I study
Sociology?

How will I be assessed?

Sociology is about your life and the world
around you. It helps you understand that the
society we are presented with is not always the
true picture and it will help you who is trying to
manipulate your ideas and why they are trying to
do that. If you know this, you can make more
informed choices about your lives and your
future.

Component 1: Understanding Social Processes
Written examination: 1 hour 45 minutes 50% of
qualification
Key concepts and processes of cultural
transmission, families, education and
sociological research methods.
Component 2: Understanding Social
Structures
Written examination: 1 hour 45 minutes 50% of
qualification
Social differentiation and stratification, crime
and deviance, applied methods of sociological
enquiry.

For more information please speak to Mr Mayhew (Teacher of Sociology)
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Vocational

Constructing the Built Environment
Exam Board: WJEC/EDUQAS
What will I study?
The qualification provides learners with a broad
appreciation of work involved in constructing the built
environment and wider opportunities for progression
into further education, employment or training. Each
unit has been designed so that knowledge, skills and
understanding are developed through tasks that have
many of the characteristics of real work in Construction.
What skills will I develop?
Skills required for independent learning and
development
A range of generic and transferable skills
The ability to solve problems
The skills of project based research, development and
presentation

How will I be assessed?
The course comprises of three units
Unit 1 - An externally assessed examination relating to
safety and security in construction
Unit 2 - internally assessed practical tasks based in the
context of a real life scenario
Unit 3 - Externally assessed planning constructions
WJEC Level 1/2 Award in Constructing the Built
Environment will be graded - Level 1 Pass, Level 2 Pass,
Level 2 Merits or Level 2 Distinction.

Key Skills
Good communication
(listening and reading)
Organisational and planning
Competent literacy and numeracy skills to
write detailed assignments and calculate
construction-based equations
The ability to work in a physically
demanding environment

Careers
The units provide an overview of
technical roles such a Bricklayers,
Carpenters and Electricians, as well as
professional roles such as Site Inspectors,
Project Managers and Architects and how
they work together to complete
construction projects.

Why should I study
Constructing the Built
Environment?
The qualification has been
devised around the concept of a ‘plan, do,
review’ approach to learning, where l
earners are introduced to a context for
learning, review previous learning to plan
activities, carry out activities and review
outcomes and learning. This approach
mirrors many work-related activities in
construction and also provides for learning
in a range of contexts from urban to rural
environment in mainly small scale
construction projects. As such, the
qualification provides learners with a broad
appreciation of work involved in the
constructing the built environment and wider
opportunities for progression into further
education, employment or training

For more information please speak to Mr Beck (Construction Teacher)
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Vocational

BTEC Tech Award Health and Social Care

Exam Board: Edexcel
What will I study?

Key Skills

Every BTEC Tech Award has three components

No special skills are needed for
entry. Students must be motivated
and committed. Work consistently to develop
independent research. Students must develop
and understand the importance of time
management and meeting deadlines

Human lifespan and development
Health and social care values

Health and Wellbeing

What skills will I develop?

Developing independent research skills
Developing presentational skills
Developing time management skills
Developing listening skills and being more open minded
about your surroundings
Developing literacy, speaking and listening skills
Presenting work in an effective and coherent manner
Writing concise reports based on research findings
How will I be assessed?
You will carry out tasks during the course which will be
marked by your teacher. Towards the end of the course
you will do one larger task, where you use the knowledge,
skills and techniques you have learned to design a health
improvement plan. All the work you do throughout the
course prepares you for this larger task, which is sent
away to be marked.

Careers
Nursing, Occupational Therapy,
Midwifery, Psychology, Charity Officer, Social
Work Assistant, Medical Technician, Social
Work, Speech Therapy, Paramedic,
Health Administration, Health Therapist,
Therapy Assistant, Health Care Assistant,
Physiotherapy, Radiography, Podiatry,
Care Management, Youth Worker

Why should I study
Health & Social Care
To be able to transfer skills learnt in day to
day activities
Show tutors/employers how you’re
already engaged with the industries
related to the course
Show how theory is applied in the world of
work

For more information please speak to Mrs Mughal (Teacher of Health & Social Care)
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Cambridge Nationals Level 2 Sports Studies

Physical Education
Exam Board: OCR
What will I study?

Mandatory Units
Contemporary issues in sport.
Students will study the Issues that affect participation, the role of sport in
promoting values, understand the importance of hosting major sporting
events and know about the role of national governing bodies.
Developing sports skills. A Practical unit developing skills,
techniques and tactics as an individual and team performer. Learn how to
officiate in a sporting activity and be able to apply practice methods to
support improvement in a sporting activity.

Careers
Professional sports person,
Physiotherapy, Media, Teacher,
Coach, Sports Psychology, Sports
analyst, Personal Trainer and Nutritionist

Optional units
Sports leadership
Sport and the media
Working in the sports industry

What skills will I develop?
How to coach and lead groups of students
Sporting skills in both team and individual sports
Developing independent research skills
Developing presentational skills
Developing time management skills
Developing listening skills and being more open minded about your
surroundings
How will I be assessed?
1-hour External Exam 25%
This will be taken in yr 10 and can be resat in yr 11.
Coursework
25% - Developing Sport skills - Practical unit with some written planning and
evaluation
25% - Sport in the media* - Written coursework about the relationship between
sport and the media.
25% - Sport leadership* Students will need to lead a minimum of a 30minute session to a group of 10-14 children independently to be able to pass
the assignments in this unit.

Why should I
study
Physical Education?
The Cambridge Nationals in Sport Studies
take a more sector-based focus, whilst also
encompassing some core sport/physical
education themes.
Learners have the opportunity to apply
theoretical knowledge about different types of
sport and physical activity, skills development
and sports leadership to their own practical
performance. They will learn about
contemporary issues in sport such as funding,
participation, ethics and role models, and
sport and the media. Learners will develop an
appreciation of the importance of sport locally
and nationally, different ways of being
involved in sport and of how this shapes the
sports industry.

For more information please speak to Mrs Porter (Physical Education Teacher)
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Notes

Optional vocational subjects
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Career Advice
A range of careers advice is available from the following:
Citizenship lessons
ELAT Career Adviser
Careers Leader

porter@elatschools.co.uk

College/Sixth Form Taster Days
University Taster Days

Useful Websites
National Careers Service

www.nationalcareersservice.direct.gov.uk

Www.fasttomato.com
University information website

www.ucas.com

Russell Group Universities

www.russellgroup.ac.uk

Campion

www.campion.havering.sch.uk

Coopers’ Company and Coborn

www.cooperscoborn.org.uk

Drapers Academy

www.drapersacademy.com

St Edwards Church of England School

www.steds.org.uk

Harris Academy Ockendon

www.theockendonacademy.com

Harris Academy

www.harrischaffordhundred.org.uk

St Martins School

www.st-martins.essex.sch.uk

Brentwood Ursuline

www.buchs.co.uk

Brentwood County High School

www.bchs.essex.sch.uk

Anglo European School

www.awsessex.sch.uk

King Edward VI Grammar School

www.kegs.org.uk

Shenfield High School

www.shenfield.essex.sch.uk

Barking and Dagenham College

www.bdc.ac.uk

The Technical Skills Academy (TSA)

www.techskillsacademy.com

Havering College of Further & Higher Education

www.havering-college.ac.uk

Havering Sixth Form College

www.havering-sfc.ac.uk

Palmer’s College

www.palmers.ac.uk

Redbridge College

www.redbridge-college.ac.uk

South Essex College

www.southessex.ac.uk

Brit School

www.brit.croydon.sch.uk

Elutec

www.elutec.co.uk

Fashion Retail Academy

www.fashionretailacademy.ac.uk

Writtle College

www.writtle.ac.uk
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